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Abstract

As the technology for HAWT development matures,
more novel techniques are required for the capture of
additional amounts of energy, alleviation of loads and
control of the rotor.  One such technique employs the
use of an adaptive blade that could sense the wind veloc-
ity or rotational speed in some fashion and accordingly
modify its aerodynamic configuration to meet a desired
objective.  This could be achieved in either an active or
passive manner, although the passive approach is much
more attractive due to its simplicity and economy.  As
an example, a blade design might employ coupling
between bending and/or extension, and twisting so that,
as it bends and extends due to the action of the aerody-
namic and inertial loads, it also twists modifying the
aerodynamic performance in some way.  These perfor-
mance modifications also have associated aeroelastic
effects, including effects on aeroelastic instability.
These aeroelastic effects are the topic of this paper.  To
address the scope and magnitude of these effects a tool
has been developed for investigating classical flutter and
divergence of HAWT blades. As a starting point, an
adaptive version of the uniform Combined Experiment
Blade will be investigated.  Flutter and divergence air-
speeds will be reported as a function of the strength of
the coupling, and also be compared to those of generic
blade counterparts.

Background

There have been many efforts aimed at creating adaptive
blades using material elastic coupling to replace
mechanical devices with passive techniques.  Several
have used the composite lay-up structure to create a cou-
pling between the twisting of the blade (directly affect-
ing angle of attack) and various other inherent forces.

Karaolis1,2 illustrates how to achieve power control with
such a blade on a small system and even provides opti-
mum composite ply structures to provide maximum

coupling.  Joose and van den Berg3,4 have publicized
efforts to develop a special twist/axial coupled spar that
will rotate a tip mechanism through large enough angles
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 to control power and provide some over-speed protec
tion.  Infield and Feuchtwang5,6 show how small tur-
bines can have improved speed regulation with twist/
axial coupling.  A common feature in these works is to
provide relatively large rotations to achieve substantia
amounts of power regulation. Most have used stretch
twist coupling on variable speed systems to assist in
over-speed control or power regulation and rely on larg
angles of twist to accomplish complete control of high
wind loads.  Lobitz7, however, demonstrated that even
with relatively small twists (that incidentally also
enhance regulation), a stall controlled, fixed pitch sys
tem could be operated with a larger rotor to achieve n
energy enhancements without increasing the maximu
power rating.

An excellent report evaluating a great variety of passiv
methods of achieving power control (Corbet and Mor-
gan, Reference 8) demonstrates how difficult it is to
achieve flat power regulation (constant power versus
wind speed) in high winds with passive methods alone
The report does not examine aeroelastic tailoring
through composite lay-up structure because it is judg
too difficult to produce in a reliable manner given cur-
rent hand-lay-up techniques of blade manufacturing.
They infer that manufacturing improvements are neede
before aeroelastic tailoring based on material couplin
can be fully implemented on utility scale machines.

Here we examine more modest twist angles intended
produce load alleviation and perhaps power regulation
or enhancement through bend/twist coupling.  It seem
quite possible to reduce the rotor dynamic response b
enhancing aeroelastic damping in critical modes of
vibration. Eggers, et al.9 have shown how a simple con-
trol system, in some ways similar to coupling between
root bending and blade pitch, can reduce low frequen
blades loads substantially.  However, when modifica-
tions that influence aeroelastic behavior are introduce
into a rotor there is always the possibility of also intro-
ducing instabilities.  Stability is studied here by map-
ping out regions of potential coupling, creating a finite
element formulation for coupled blades, and evaluatin
an example blade with added twist coupling.  The loa
alleviating capabilities are not evaluated here but will b
the topic of follow-on studies.
1
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Introduction

Before the aeroelastic behavior of adaptive blades is
studied, an investigation into the limits of the magnitude
of the coupling is investigated.  Aeroelastic stability
computations are then completed within the range of
these limits.  Two types of aeroelastic instability are
investigated, divergence and classical flutter.  Diver-
gence is a static phenomenon wherein the flow velocity
(due to both the ambient wind speed and the rotor rota-
tion rate) becomes great enough so that the load pro-
duced for an incremental angle of attack change due to
blade twisting is greater than the reaction load produced
by the elastic restoring forces for the same amount of
twist.  The result is an effective loss of stiffness so the
blade twists without bound, leading to catastrophic fail-
ure.  Classical flutter is a dynamic phenomenon charac-
terized by an interaction between blade bending and
twisting oscillations. As the flow velocity increases, the
aerodynamic loading causes the vibratory phase
between these two motions to change, eventually lead-
ing to a negative damping situation and catastrophic
failure.  Both of these phenomena can occur at low
angle of attack.   A third type of aeroelastic instability,
which will not be addressed in this paper, is stall flutter.
It is characterized by predominantly torsional blade
oscillation and normally occurs at high angle of attack
near stall.

The finite element model used for this study includes
centrifugal stiffening of the blades and rotating coordi-
nate system effects in a manner similar to that done in
Reference 10.   The “tennis racket” effect, wherein the
blade tends to flatten into the plane of rotation due to the
chordwise distribution of mass loaded by centrifugal
forces, is modeled by distributing the blade mass fore
and aft along the chord at each node as two equal
lumped masses.  The masses are equidistant from the
node and the distance between them is adjusted so that
the correct torsional inertia is obtained.  The incorpora-
tion of aeroelasticity terms is based on Theodorsen’s
equations11 for the lift and moment on an oscillating air-
foil in terms of its plunging and pitching motions (bend-
ing and twisting for a HAWT blade).  The principle of
virtual work is employed to cast them into the finite ele-
ment framework12.  The MSC NASTRAN commercial
finite element code is used for this analysis, incorporat-
ing the special effects mentioned above and the special
couplings described in the next paragraph through the
DirectMatrix Input atGrids (DMIG) input option. Spe-
cial purpose software computes the necessary matrix
input values and generates required data records for the
input stream.

Coupling between extension and twist, and bending an
twist is implemented in the beam element used to mod
the HAWT blades and will be discussed in greater deta
in the next section.  The third section of this paper con
tains results of the aeroelastic instability study for the
bending-twist adaptive blade.  Conclusions and recom
mendations are presented in the last section.

Coupling Terms for Beam Elements

The coupling terms for the beam elements in this ana
sis are generated starting with beam “stress-strain” re
tions. Coupling terms are developed for extension-twi
coupling and bending-twist coupling, followed by a
static demonstration of the bending-twist coupling for
theCombinedExperimentBlade (CEB).

Extension-Twist Coupling

For the extension-twist coupling the beam “stress-
strain” relations at a point are given in matrix form
below:

                    (1)

As shown in Figure 1,u is the axial displacement,ϕ is
the axial twist,F is the axial force,Mt is the twisting
moment,  andK is the geometric torsional stiffness fac-
tor (for a circular cross section, K is equal to J, the pola
moment of inertia of the cross section). The quantity,g,
is the coupling term, which is zero for the standard bea
where no coupling is present between extension and
twist.  In order for this system to be positive defi-
nite,

                            (2)

To investigate intermediate values of the coupling term
it is taken to be:

,                (3)

There are, of course, additional bending terms in the
beam “stress-strain” relations, but only the above term
impact the development of the coupling term for this
type of coupling.

Takingu andϕ to vary linearly along the element length
and using the principle of virtual work, the finite

EA g–

g– GK

x∂
∂u

x∂
∂ϕ

F

Mt
=

g EAGK<

g α EAGK= 1– α 1< <
2
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of
element representation of Equation 1 becomes:

       (4)

Herel is the length of the element.  For illustrative pur-
poses it is instuctive to examine the behavior of a one
element beam.  If the “1” end of this element is held
fixed, the displacements at the “2” end can be obtained
in terms of the applied forces at that end, yielding:

                                                                                   (5)

The coefficients in the matrix involvingα [1/(1-α2) and
α/(1-α2)] are plotted in Figure 2. This figure along with
Equation 5 indicate how the various forces affect the

coupled motion for the extension-twist coupling.  From
Equation 5, ifF2>0 and =0, the extension and the
twist are positive.

Extension-Twist Demonstration

To exercise this coupled element, the uniform CEB
shown in Figure 1 is modeled.  The “tennis racket”
effect is modeled as described above by distributing t
mass fore and aft as shown and the blade is pitched
toward stall .  A small amount of coning ( ) is
apparrent in Figure 1.  With the rotor turning in still air
at 72 rpm (1.2 Hz), the tip rotation and axial extension
are shown in Figure 2 as a function of the coupling coe
ficient.  In this figure, positive tip rotation corresponds
to twisting toward stall.  For this loading condition, at
80% of the available coupling, tip rotations of approxi-
mately towards stall and  toward feather are
obtained. Part of the reason for this difference in magn
tude is the aeroload differences that occur due to the
twisting of the blade (the model includes these aeroel
tic effects).  The tip axial extension varies between
.0019 and .0163 inches, as shown.  The tip flapwise
deflection (not shown in Figure 2) varies between 2.8
and 3.06 inches. It is anticipated that at least a couple
degrees of twist will be required for effective load alle-
viation .
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Figure 1.  Untwisted Combined Experiment Blade (CEB) Model.
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Bending-Twist Coupling

For the bending-twist coupling the “stress strain” rela-
tions at a point are given by:

                    (6)

Referring to Figure 1, / (v is the flapwise dis-
placement) andMb is the bending moment. In order for
this system to be positive definite g is taken to be:

,                (7)

The quantity,α, serves the same function here as in the
extension-twist coupling.  Only bending in the flapwise
direction is accounted for in Equation 6. Bending in the
edgewise direction is considered to be small relative to
the flapwise direction, yielding minimal coupling. The
axial extension term in the beam “stress-strain” relations
does not impact this type of coupling.

Takingv to vary quadratically andϕ to vary linearly
along the element length (a customary practise for beam
element development), and using the principle of virtual

work, the finite element representation of Equation 6
becomes:

(8)

The quantities,F1 andF2 are transverse forces at the
ends of the beam element.  As before, if the “1” end o
this element is held fixed, the displacements at the “2
end can be obtained in terms of the applied forces at th
end, yielding:

(9)

EI g–

g– GK
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Figure 2.  Tip Motion of the Extension-Twist Coupled CEB Turning at 72 rpm in Still Air.
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The coefficients in the matrix of Equation 9 involvingα,
1/(1-α2), α/(1-α2) and(1−(α/2)2)/(1-α2), two of which
are equivalent to those of Equation 5, are plotted in Fig-
ure 3.  ForF2>0 and = =0, the flapwise dis-
placement, the slope and the twist are all positive.

Bending-Twist Demonstration

As for the extension-twist element, the uniform CEB
shown in Figure 1 is used to exercise the bending-twist

element. As before, the “tennis racket” effect is modele
as described by distributing the mass fore and aft as
shown and the blade is pitched toward stall .  With
the rotor turning in still air at 72 rpm (1.2 Hz), the tip
flapwise displacement and axial rotation are shown in
Figure 4 as a function of the coupling coefficient.  Also
shown in Figure 4 is the twist toward feather resulting
from the “tennis racket” effect, which, for this relatively
stiff blade, is negligible compared to that due to the co
pling. In this figure, positive tip rotation corresponds to
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Figure 3.  Coefficients of matrix elements involvingα.
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twisting toward stall.  The curves for both the tip dis-
placement and rotation appear to be roughly a linear
combination of those ofFigure 3, which is reasonable
since the loading consists of a combination of forces,
bending moments and twisting moments. For this load-
ing condition, at 80% of the available coupling, tip rota-
tions of approximately towards stall and toward
feather are obtained.  As before, part of the reason for
this difference in magnitude is the aeroload differences
that occur due to the twisting of the blade (the model
includes these aeroelastic effects).  For load alleviation
it is anticipated that at least a couple of degrees of twist
will be required.

In addition to the tip motions of the blade, the distribu
tion of the motion along the blade is of interest for
ascertaining the magnitudes of the total loads on the
blade due to the coupling. In Figure 5 , this distribution
is shown for the case ofα = -0.8. It is apparent for this
blade that the coupling produces twist towards feathe
within 90% of the tip value over the outer third of its
span.

In Figure 6  the effect of the coupling on the first flap
and torsional natural frequencies (also computed usin
NASTRAN) is presented.  These two modes of vibra-
tion have significant impact on the aeroelastic stability
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Figure 5.  Distribution of Flap Displacement and Twist for the Bending-Twist Coupled CEB.
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problem.  As indicated, the effect is symmetric withα,
and as the magnitude ofα increases the frequencies of
the two modes tend toward each other which is gener-
ally considered to be destabilizing.

To investigate the coupled behavior of softer blades, a
simplified version of Equation 6 can be obtained.  For
the case ofMt = 0 (a reasonable approximation), the fol-
lowing equation relating the rate of change of twist with
length to the curvature of the blade is obtained:

                        (10)

A blade with a given cross section can be softened by
simply reducing Young’s Modulus, in which case the
square root term will remain unchanged.  However, for
the same loading the curvature of the blade will be
greater because of the softer material, and the twist per
unit length will also be proportionately greater.

Aeroelastic Stability Results

As discussed in the introduction, this investigation of
aeroelastic stability is based on the classical theory
developed by Theodorsen11.  These computations
include the effects of centrifugal stiffening, rotational
coordinate system effects (i.e. Coriolis forces, etc.), and
the “tennis racket” effect, in addition to the aeroelastic-
ity and coupling terms that are required for the analysis.
In general for aeroelastic stability analyses the airflow is
increased until the instability point is reached.  For
HAWTs the airflow is made up of a component due to

the rotation of the rotor and a component due to the
ambient wind. In this analysis the component due to th
ambient wind is neglected  (i.e. the rotor is assumed t
be turning in still air) and therefor the rotor speed is sim
ply increased until the system becomes unstable.  Th
remander of this section will address the aeroelastic s
bility for bending-twist coupling only.

Analyses are completed for both divergence and clas
cal flutter as a function of the coupling coefficient,α.
For flutter, the damping coefficient for the first torsiona
mode (the first mode to go unstable) of the blade is
shown in Figure 7 as a function of rotor speed. The va
ious curves correspond to different values of the cou-
pling coefficient.  All of the curves show the
characteristic increase in the damping coefficient with
rotor speed before they fall off to negative values whic
indicate instability.  The critical rotor speed (where the
damping coefficient curve crosses the axis) appears t
be monotonic with coupling coefficient in a manner sim
ilar to swept aircraft wings wherein the sweptback wing
which pitches down as it bends upward, is less stable
flutter, and conversely the sweptforward wing, which
pitches up as it bends upward, is more stable.  Incide
tally, for this vibrational mode, damping coefficients
near the operating speed (1.2 Hz.) are larger for the
smaller magnitude coupling coefficients (α equal to -.4
and .4 in Figure 7) smaller the extreme coupling coeffi
cients (α equal to -.8 and .8), an undesirable character
tic for load reduction.

These critical rotor speeds are plotted in Figure 8 alon
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with the divergence rotor speeds as a function of the
coupling coefficient. As expected, divergence occurs at
lower rotor speeds as the coupling coefficient increases.
For positiveα, as the blade bends downwind it also
twists toward stall, increasing angle of attack and there-
for the aeroloads.  Conversely for negativeα, the blade
twists toward feather reducing the aeroloads.  In fact as
α becomes more negative it is increasingly difficult to
get the blade to diverge.  For this particular blade the
area below the combined flutter and divergence curves
represents the region of aeroelastic stability.  The hori-
zontal dashed line is the rotor design speed.  The blade
appears to be less stable at the extreme values of the
coupling coefficient and particularly as the blade twists
toward stall.

Conclusions and Recommendations

In the development of the coupled elements, limits on
the amount of coupling are required to preserve the pos-
itive definiteness of the system.  These limits are estab-
lished for both the extension-twist and bending-twist
beam elements.  For the CEB with the bending-twist
coupling these limits proved not to be overly restrictive
in that the blade tip twist ranged from  to  for
the coupling coefficient varying from -0.8 to 0.8, under
loading from the blade rotating at its design speed.  Of
course there will be practical limits that might be more
restrictive than these theoretical ones.  For the exten-
sion-twist coupling the theoretical limits proved to be
much more severe, with tip twist ranging from  to

 for the coupling coefficient range noted above.

The aeroelastic instabilities investigated for the bend-
ing-twist coupled blade were divergence and classica
flutter which are based on linear aerodynamic theory
(i.e. blade stall is not considered).  Results indicate th
this CEB blade is less stable as the extreme values of t
coupling coefficient are approached.  For blades that
twist toward stall (α > 0) the instability is driven by
divergence, and for twist toward feather (α < 0), by flut-
ter, the divergence end of the spectrum being signifi-
cantly more critical than flutter end.  Over the range o
coupling coefficients examined, the critical rotor speed
were always above the rotor’s design speed.

Recommendations for further work include completing
the aeroelastic stability analysis for the case of exten-
sion-twist coupling for variable speed applications,
completing a parameter study to obtain optimal levels o
aerodynamic damping for transient load reduction, fab
ricating test articles to examine the practical limits of
bending-twist coupling and initiating an effort to investi
gate stall flutter instability for coupled blades that are
designed to twist toward stall.  Additionally, it is recom
mended that the ability of these coupled blades to alle
ate transient loading without seriously compromising
performance be studied, this in an effort to increase
fatigue life.
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